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Abstract
An algorithm is presented to determine the symmetry type of an explicit ordinary di,erential
equation of order at least 2. From a Janet basis for the determining system, the Lie algebra of
point symmetries can be obtained abstractly, as well as the isotropy subalgebra at the origin.
This pair is the input of a decision procedure that determines whether the Lie algebra is transitive
and, if so, outputs the associated entry on Lie’s list of transitive Lie algebras. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 17B66; 34C14; 22E05; 68Q40; 34A26
1. Introduction and notation
1.1. Overview
I present a way to compute the (Lie point) symmetry type of ordinary di,erential
equations (o.d.e.s) of any order n ≥ 2. The individual ingredients of this algorithm are
essentially known; it is the recipe which is new.
The algorithm works as follows. For an o.d.e. !, one computes the determining
system, a set of linear homogeneous partial di,erential equations (p.d.e.s), of which
the solution space is the Lie algebra L! of point symmetries of !. It is, in general,
hard to compute L! itself, but one can compute its structure constants, as Greg Reid
pointed out. Reid’s algorithm computes an abstract Lie algebra g, isomorphic to L!.
From the output, one can also ?nd the subalgebra h⊆ g that corresponds to the vec-
tor ?elds in L! that vanish at the origin: the isotropy subalgebra at the origin. We shall
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assume that h has codimension 2 in g (which is easily tested), meaning that L! is
transitive. Then the ‘uniqueness’ part of the Realization Theorem of Victor Guillemin
and Shlomo Sternberg shows that the pair (g; h) determines the orbit of L! under
coordinate changes. This orbit, or a representative, is called the symmetry type of !.
In order to make the theoretical knowledge of the symmetry type concrete, a decision
procedure is given that takes the abstract pair (g; h) as input, and outputs an entry in
Lie’s list of transitive Lie algebras. The procedure has been implemented in GAP, and
this implementation is demonstrated in two examples.
To combine Janet bases, Guillemin’s and Sternberg’s algebraic model for transitive
di,erential geometry, and Lie’s classi?cation, is the key idea in this paper. It leads to a
simple decision procedure, which forms the main new result of the paper. Apart from
that, an auxiliary new result justi?es the computation of the determining system for
explicit o.d.e.s, in the algebraic setting due to Marius van der Put and Wim Oudshoorn.
1.2. O.D.E.s
I present the formulation of the theory of Lie symmetries that can be found in
[18]. Let R= F[[x; y]] be the F-algebra of formal power series in the variables x and
y around the point (0; 0). Here F is a ?eld of characteristic zero, and algebraically
closed. R is a partial di,erential ring (for di,erential algebraic notions, see [13]) with
the commuting derivations @=@x and @=@y. The coeKcients in our o.d.e.s will be from
R. More precisely, consider the ring R[y(1); y(2); y(3); : : : ], where the y(i) are variables.
It is a partial di,erential ring with derivations @=@x; @=@y (acting on the coeKcients of
polynomials in the y(i)), and @=@y(i) for i ≥ 1, and an ordinary di,erential ring with
respect to the total derivative d=dx, which is de?ned by
d=dx :=
@
@x
+
∞∑
i=0
y(i+1)
@
@y(i)
:
Here y(0) :=y. One should interpret y(i) as the ith derivative of y with respect to x.
For !∈R[y(1); y(2); : : : ], one sometimes uses the notation !y(2) for @!=@y(2); !xxy for
@3!=@x2@y, etc. Also, !(i) stands for (d=dx)i!. The ring R[y(1); y(2); : : : ], and its exten-
sions, will be viewed both as a partial di,erential ring and as an ordinary di,erential
ring. Correspondingly, an ideal I is said to be a partial di,erential ideal if it is closed
under @=@x and @=@y(i) for all i ≥ 0, and an ordinary di,erential ideal if it is closed un-
der d=dx. The ordinary di,erential ideal generated by an element ! is denoted by 〈!〉.
As many examples of o.d.e.s with interesting symmetry type are not polynomial
in the y(i), we choose an extension A of the partial di,erential ring R[y(1); y(2); : : : ],
satisfying the following conditions:
1. A contains no zero divisors.
2. We have
⋂
i≥1 A
@=@y(i) = R; here A@=@y
(i)
denotes the subring {!∈A |!y(i) = 0}. Intu-
itively: the only functions in A that depend on x and y only, are the elements of R.
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The derivation d=dx extends to a derivation on A by replacing the partial derivations
in its de?nition by their extensions to A.
The elements of A are our o.d.e.s.
1.3. Symmetries
A vector 2eld is a derivation on R of the form ∇=  @=@x+  @=@y, where ; ∈R.
The Lie algebra of all vector ?elds is denoted by D. Recall that ∇ has a unique
extension to A, denoted by pr∇, such that
1. pr∇ is of the form

@
@x
+ 
@
@y
+
∞∑
i=1
i
@
@y(i)
with i ∈A, and
2. [d=dx; pr∇]∈A d=dx:
This extension is called the prolongation of ∇ in most literature (such as [16]).
Lie’s de?nition of symmetries (see [16]) of an o.d.e. translates into the following
one by van der Put and Oudshoorn.
Denition 1.1. Let !∈A. The Lie algebra L! over F is de?ned by
L! := {∇∈D | pr∇(!)∈ 〈!〉}:
Its elements are called (point) symmetries of the equation !.
It is straightforward to check that L! really is a Lie subalgebra of D. Note that one
should not take A too big, for then the condition on ∇ becomes too weak. In practice,
one often uses the smallest A in which ! lives.
Remark 1.2. The usual de?nition of Lie symmetries requires that pr∇(!) vanish on
the zero set of !. In view of this, one may want to replace the ideal 〈!〉 in De?nition 1.1
by a larger one, such as its radical. However, in the case of explicit o.d.e.s the given
de?nition agrees with the usual notion as we shall see later.
1.4. Coordinate changes and the symmetry type
Continuous automorphisms of the F-algebra R (with respect to the topology in which
the powers of the maximal ideal M form a system of neighbourhoods of 0) are called
coordinate changes. They are determined by (x; y) 
→ (f(x; y); g(x; y)), where the for-
mal power series f and g vanish at the origin, and the Jacobi matrix of (f; g) at the
origin is invertible; they act on D by conjugation.
Denition 1.3. The symmetry type of !∈A is the orbit of L! under the group of
coordinate changes.
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Algorithmic Lie theory takes the following steps: given !, ?nd the symmetry type
of !, and try to compute a coordinate change that will take L! to some ?xed repre-
sentative of its orbit. Correspondingly, this coordinate change will take the o.d.e. to a
standard (or ‘canonical’ as Schwarz calls it in [22]) form. The algorithm in Section 3
performs the ?rst step, using a Janet basis of the determining system.
2. The determining system of explicit o.d.e.s
This section explains how one can algorithmically ?nd equations for L!. These
determining equations are a standard notion in the theory of Lie symmetries (see, e.g.
[16] or [17]). Even so, it is good to properly justify their computation in our algebraic
setting; this justi?cation is new.
The calculation uses GrNobner basis techniques. The ground ?eld is understood to be
the ?eld of quotients of R. Recall the notion of a monomial order on the monomials
over a set V of variables: it is a linear order satisfying 1≤s and s ≤ t ⇒ rs ≤ rt for all
monomials r; s and t. This notion will be used for in?nite V as well; ≤ then restricts
to a well-order for any ?nite subset of V . For an element ∈R[V ], denote by lm()
its leading monomial.
The following lemma turns out to be useful. Its proof is straightforward, and therefore
omitted.
Lemma 2.1. Let V be a set of variables; and B⊆R[V ]. Let a monomial order be
given; and suppose that any 2nite subset of B is a Gr7obner basis. Let V ′⊆V be
2nite; and suppose that B ∩ R[V ′] is 2nite; too; and that this set equals
{b∈B | lm(b)∈R[V ′]}:
Then B ∩ R[V ′] is a Gr7obner basis for (B) ∩ R[V ′]; where (B) is the R[V ]-ideal
generated by B.
The following assumptions on A will be used.
1. Assume that A be ?nitely generated over R[y(1); y(2); : : : ]. Hence, it is of the form
A= A′=I;
where
A′ = R[y(1); y(2); : : : ]{F1; : : : ; Fp}:
Here the Fi are partial di,erential indeterminates (meaning, for instance, that F1; xy(3)
is also an indeterminate), and I is a partial di,erential ideal. For this notation,
see [13]. The conditions on A naturally translate to conditions on I .
2. The elements of A are represented by elements from A′. In order to make calculations
e,ective, assume that we have an R-linear map I :A′ → A′ with kernel I (one can
think of the normal form map for some kind of GrNobner basis).
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3. Fix an order n. In explicit o.d.e.s of order n, one does not want functions of the y(j)
for j ≥ n to occur. Hence assume that @Fi=@y(j) ∈ I for all i = 1; : : : ; p and j ≥ n.
Consider a polynomial
!= y(n) −  ∈A′
with @ =@y(i) = 0 for all i ≥ n. The o.d.e. ! + I is called explicit. The following
lemma shows that one can reduce modulo 〈!〉⊆A′.
Lemma 2.2. Consider; for any m ≥ 0; the set
B(m) := {!;!(1); : : : ; !(m)}:
Let V (m) be the (2nite) set of variables occurring in B(m). Choose a monomial order
such that lm(!(i))=y(n+i) for all i ≥ 0. With respect to this order; B(m) is a Gr7obner
basis for 〈!〉 ∩ R[v(m)].
Proof. The elements !(i) and !(j) have leading monomial y(n+i) and y(n+j). For i = j,
these have greatest common divisor 1, so that Buchberger’s First Criterion
(see [1, Lemma 5:66]) applies: the S-polynomial of !(i) and !(j) reduces to zero
modulo those two polynomials.
Hence, the ?nite subsets of B :=
⋃
l B
(l) are all GrNobner bases. Also, if lm(!(i))∈
K[V (m)], then i ≤ m, so that !(i) ∈K[V (m)]. Therefore, the conditions of Lemma 2.1
are ful?lled, and the result follows from the conclusion of that lemma and the fact that
B generates 〈!〉.
As a consequence, there is a unique map
! : A′ → R[y(1); : : : ; y(n−1)]{F1; : : : ; Fp}
with − !()∈ 〈!〉. On K[V (m)], it can be de?ned as reduction modulo B(m), and it
can be extended to all of A′ by adding the variables that are not in
⋃
l V
(l) one by one.
The uniqueness follows from the properties of GrNobner bases. Note that ! is R-linear.
The maps I and ! can be combined in order to ?nd normal forms modulo I+〈!〉,
as is shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. The kernel of I! equals I + 〈!〉.
Proof. If ∈ ker I!, then !()∈ ker I = I . Since  − !()∈ 〈!〉, this proves
ker I!⊆ I + 〈!〉.
For the converse, one has 〈!〉 = ker !⊆ ker I!, so that it suKces to show that
!I ⊆ ker I = I . Hence let ∈ I , and view it as a polynomial in the variables y(j)
for j ≥ n, with coeKcients from R[y(1); : : : ; y(n−1)]{F1; : : : ; Fp}. Modulo I , these co-
eKcients are independent of the y(j) with j≥n, since @Fi=@yj = 0mod I for all i and
j ≥ n. Assume that, in some monomial order, the monomial ∏j≥n(y(j))mj is the highest
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one occurring in , with coeKcient #. Then it follows that

∏
j≥n
1
mj!
@mjy(j)

  ≡ #mod I:
Since I is a di,erential ideal, # is in I . By induction, it follows that all coeKcients of
 are in I . In reduction modulo 〈!〉, using !, this clearly remains the case, so that
!()∈ I .
The following corollary is immediate from Lemma 2:3, since one can identify A=〈!〉
with A′=(I + 〈!〉).
Corollary 2.4. Let !∈A′ be such that !+ I is explicit; and de2ne ! as before. A
vector 2eld ∇ is an element of L!+I i: I!pr∇(!) = 0. Here the prolongation is
to A′.
The determining system for !+I can be obtained as follows. For ∇=@x+@y with
unknown  and , one computes pr∇(!). This is a polynomial in A′, of which the
coeKcients are R-linear combinations of partial derivatives of  and  with respect to
x and y. Application of the R-linear map I! yields an element of A′, the coeKcients
of which must be zero for ∇ to be a symmetry of !+ I . These coeKcients form the
desired system.
Typically, the determining system is quite large, and over-determined. However, there
are algorithms that compute a Janet (or di:erential Gr7obner) basis for the determining
system. From this, the dimension of L! can be read o, [21,20], and even its structure
constants [19,4]. These references contain de?nitions of the notions term order, normal
form, and standard term; these will be used later.
Remark 2.5. A warning is in order here: when we speak of Janet bases, we shall
always assume that the origin is a ‘regular’ point, in the following sense: when calcu-
lating a (monic) Janet basis over the quotient 2eld of R, one never divides by elements
that are not invertible in R (i.e., by formal power series with zero constant term). So,
in fact the whole calculation takes place within R. This restriction is justi?ed by the
purpose of the algorithm: in practice the coeKcients of the o.d.e.s will come from (an
extension ?eld of) the rational functions in x and y, and all calculations are done in
this ?eld. Recording the ‘pivots’ during the calculation enables us to interpret the o.d.e.
and its determining system in terms of formal power series around any point in which
none of the pivots vanish.
The following basic result is due to Lie, who gave a geometrical proof. One can also
prove it directly, in showing that some subsystem of the determining system admits
only a ?nite-dimensional space of solutions (see [4]).
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Theorem 2.6. For an explicit o.d.e. !∈A of order at least 2; and A as described;
the Lie algebra L! is 2nite-dimensional.
In the following, we shall assume that the order is at least 2. Let us demonstrate
the notions introduced so far by means of an example.
Example 2.7. Consider, as an example, the equation
!= y(4) − 5(y
(3))2
3y(2)
− c(y(2))5=3;
where c∈ F. Let A :=R[y(1); y(2); : : : ]{F}=I where I is generated by F3y(2)− 1. De?ne
A′ as before, and let B⊆A′ be the set consisting of all partial derivatives of F con-
taining derivations @=@x or @=@y(i) for i = 2, as well as the polynomial F3y(2) − 1 and
the elements(
@
@y(2)
)k
F − (−1)k 1 · 4 · 7 · · · · · (1 + 3(k − 1))
3k
F1+3k for k ≥ 1:
One can check that B⊆ I . Choose any monomial order in which all monomials Fi are
smaller than any of the indeterminates Fy(2) ; Fy(2)y(2) ; : : : : For any ?nite subset V of the
variables that contains F , B∩R[V ] is a GrNobner basis for I∩R[V ], as can be seen using
Buchberger’s First Criterion and Lemma 2.1. Let M be the set of monomials which
are not divisible by a leading monomial from B, and denote by RM the R-linear span
of M . Then, reduction modulo B is the unique map I :A′ → RM with the property
that − I ()∈ I for all ∈A′. In particular, ker I = I , as required.
The additional properties of this I allow us to show that A is a domain. For, suppose
that &∈ I . Then I (&)=0=I (I ()I (&)), so that I ()I (&) is in I . Both factors
are polynomials in F and the y(i) only, so that this product must contain a factor
F3y(2) − 1. As this polynomial is irreducible, it follows that I is prime.
Writing F = (y(2))−1=3, we can write
A= R[y(1); y(2); (y(2))−1=3; y(3); y(4); : : : ];
and it is clear how ! lives in A.
These are, from a theoretical point of view, the reasons why one can ?nd the deter-
mining system for !. Let us now carry out the practical computations. A printout of
the Maple session can be found in Appendix B. Here, we choose to slightly modify
the output for the sake of readability. Take ∇= @=@x+ @=@y with unknown  and ,
and compute, with help of the Maple-package DEtools, pr∇(!). One ?nds the deter-
mining system, which reduces to a Janet basis with Reid’s standard form. The
resulting basis is
xx; xy; yy; yy; x + y:
Although the solution of this system is obvious, let us carry on as if we were unable
to solve it. First list the ‘standard terms’ (or ‘terms in normal form’, or in Reid’s
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terminology: the ‘parametric derivatives’, for reasons that will become clear soon).
They are found with the function initial data:
; y; ; y; and x:
Their values at the origin are called a1; : : : ; a5, respectively.
Finally, Reid’s function fin com table allows to compute the commutator table for
L!. It returns

0 0 0 −L(1) L(3)
0 −L(1) −2L(2) L(4)
0 L(3) 0
0 −2L(5)
0

 :
This needs some explanation: L(i) is the vector ?eld for which the parametric deriva-
tives have the values aj = )i; j at the origin.
Thus, one can calculate an abstract Lie algebra g∼=L!. We shall go one step further:
in the case of a transitive Lie algebra of symmetries, the symmetry type of the equation
will be determined completely.
3. Recognizing transitive Lie algebras
3.1. The structure of transitive Lie algebras
Denition 3.1. For a subalgebra L⊆D the isotropy subalgebra (at the origin) is
de?ned by
L0 :=
{

@
@x
+ 
@
@y
∈L| (0; 0) = (0; 0) = 0
}
:
The algebra L is called transitive if L=L0 has the maximal possible dimension, namely 2.
Example 3.2. The Lie algebra 〈@=@x; exp(x) @=@y; x exp(x) @=@y〉 is transitive, but the
Lie algebra 〈@=@y; f1(x) @=@y; f2(x) @=@y; : : : ; fr(x) @=@y〉, where the fi are any formal
power series in x only, is not. This situation seems typical: non-transitive Lie algebras
have less structure as an abstract Lie algebra than transitive ones. Also, there are many
more classes of the former under coordinate changes, due to the freedom in the choice
of functions like the fi in the example.
From the Janet basis with respect to some term orders, one can read o, the isotropy
subalgebra, as is shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Let ! be an explicit o.d.e.; and consider a Janet basis for deter-
mining the system with respect to a term order satisfying
;  ≤ (@x)i(@y) j and ;  ≤ (@x)i(@y) j
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for all i; j. Let T be the set of parametric terms. De2ne the linear isomorphism
 :FT →L! as follows:  (a)= @x + @ is the unique element of L! for which each
term t ∈T has value at at (0; 0).
Then L! is transitive if and only if ; ∈T . In this case; we have
(L!)0 = { (a) | a∈ FT; a = a = 0}:
Proof. Suppose that ; ∈T . From the de?nition of  , it is clear that (L!)0 equals
the expression on the right-hand side. It has codimension 2 in L!, so that this Lie
algebra is transitive.
On the other hand, suppose that  is in normal form, but  is not. Then the Janet
basis contains an equation =f, where f∈R, since no terms other than  are smaller
than . It follows that the isotropy subalgebra of L! equals
{ (a) | a∈ FT; a = 0};
which has codimension 1 in L!, so that this Lie algebra is not transitive. If neither 
nor  is in T , then the isotropy subalgebra is the whole of L!, and this Lie algebra
is not transitive either.
This proposition is used in the following example.
Example 3.4. Recall Example 2.7. Here both  and  are standard, and the elements
L(2); L(4) and L(5) span the isotropy subalgebra of L! at the origin. This subalgebra
has codimension two in L!, so that L! is transitive.
The test in Proposition 3.3 is a ?rst example of an algorithm that extracts geometric
properties directly from a basis of the in?nitesimal determining system. This and many
more algorithms that do this for more general Lie pseudogroups are treated in [15].
Thus, we can compute the pair (L!; (L!)0) abstractly. The following theorem, due
to Guillemin and Sternberg (see [10], and [3] for a very constructive proof) shows that
this suKces for our purposes.
Theorem 3.5 (Realization Theorem). Let g be a Lie algebra over F; and h a subal-
gebra of g of codimension 2. Then there exists a homomorphism , : g→ D such that
,−1(D0) = h. The kernel of any such , is necessarily the largest g-ideal contained
in h.
Moreover; if  : g → D is another such homomorphism; then there exists an
automorphism  of the F-algebra R; such that (,(g)(f))= (g)((f)); for all f∈R
and g∈ g.
In the light of this theorem, especially the uniqueness part, it is in principle suKcient
to know (g; h) in order to know the symmetry type of !. This fact can be exploited
as follows: classify the pairs (g; h) of ?nite-dimensional Lie algebras, where h is an
ideal-free subalgebra of codimension 2 in g (this is essentially Lie’s list of transitive Lie
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algebras in two variables, see [14]), and construct a decision procedure (for instance,
in GAP [6]) that determines the type of any given pair.
In the treatment of the algorithm, we shall use some terminology from Appendix A,
as well as its results.
3.2. The algorithm
We are given an e,ective pair (g; h), where h has codimension 2 in g, and we want
to ?nd the corresponding entry in the list in Appendix A.
First determine whether (g; h) is primitive, as follows. Consider the h-module g=h;
if it is irreducible, then (g; h) is primitive. If not, then any non-trivial proper invariant
subspace is one-dimensional, say x + h, and k :=Fx + h is an intermediate subalgebra
of codimension 1 in g.
There are only three primitive e,ective pairs, of dimension 5; 6 and 8; respectively
(see Appendix A). So, if (g; h) is primitive, then the dimension of g determines com-
pletely the type of (g; h).
If h is not maximal in g, then one computes k as indicated. In general, neither
(g; k) nor (k; h) is e,ective. Denote by i the maximal g-ideal contained in g, and
by j the maximal k-ideal contained in h. Then, by the classi?cation of the codimen-
sion 1 e,ective pairs, g=i and k=j are both one-, two- or three-dimensional. The pair
(dim g=i; dim k=j) is called the type of (g; k; h) (the word type does not have precisely
the same meaning as in ‘symmetry type’). The ideal i can computed as follows: k
gives rise to a ?ltration on g de?ned inductively by
g−1 := g;
g0 := k;
gi+1 := {x∈ gi | [x; g−1]⊆ gi}:
This is an easy instance of the Weisfeiler ?ltration (see, e.g., [9]). It follows that
i :=
⋂
i gi. Similarly, j can be computed. Thus, we can determine the type of (g; k; h).
In each type, there are a few possible cases (see the appendix), and this leads to
the following algorithm, for which the input is an e,ective pair (g; h) of codimension
2, and the output is an entry in the list in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.6. The following list determines the type (and case) of an e:ective pair
(g; h) of codimension 2:
1. If h is maximal in g; then the type is (dim g); and there are no cases to be
distinguished.
2. Otherwise; compute an intermediate subalgebra k. Also; compute the maximal
g-ideal i⊆ k; and the maximal k-ideal j⊆ k. The type is then (dim g=i; dim k=j).
3. If the type is (1; 1); (1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 3) or (3; 3); then there are no di:erent cases.
4. Suppose that the type is (2; 1). If i = 0 then we are in case 1; otherwise in case 2.
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5. Suppose that the type is (2; 2); and that h ∩ i = j. Let n be the nil radical of g;
and choose e∈ n\i; and h∈ g\n such that [e; h] = e+ u for some u∈ i. If u∈ (1 +
ad(h))i + ad(e)i; then we are in case 1; otherwise in case 2.
6. If the type is (2; 2); and h ∩ i = j; then we are in case 3.
7. Suppose that the type is (3; 1). If i = 0 then we are in case 1; otherwise in case 2
or 3 if h is or is not a subalgebra of [g; g].
8. Suppose that the type is (3; 2). If i = 0; then we are in case 1; otherwise in case
2 or 3 depending on whether i is or is not an Abelian.
Proof. The proof of this decision procedure is mostly straightforward, if one takes Lie’s
list in Appendix A for granted. Therefore, only one step involving some cohomology
is treated here, namely the distinction between cases 1 and 2 for type (2; 2).
In both cases, the pair (g; h) can be abstractly described as follows: i is Abelian,
and it has a vector space complement 〈e; h〉 in g with the property that [e; h] = e + u
for some u∈ i. Moreover, one can choose a basis v0; : : : ; vr of i with respect to which
the linear map ad(e)|i has the matrix

0 1
0 1
. . .
. . .
0 1
0


and ad(h)|i has the matrix

0
0+ 1
0+ 2
. . .
0+ r


:
The subalgebra h is spanned by h; v1; : : : ; vr . Note that e is in the nilpotent radical n
of g, but not in i. Also, h∈ g\n.
In case 1; g is isomorphic to the semi-direct product (g=i)n i, and in case 2 it is
not. Hence, in the ?rst case one can ?nd v; w∈ i such that [e+ v; h+w]= e+ v, and in
the second one cannot. This equation boils down to (1+ ad(h))v− ad(e)w= u. Hence,
(g; h) belongs to case 1 i, this equation has a solution.
Since 0 + r = −1 implies that (1 + ad(h))i + ad(e)i = i, case 2 only occurs for
0+ r =−1.
Note that hardly any structure theory of Lie algebras is needed for this decision
procedure.
Remark 3.7. Suppose that the pair (g; h) is given over some ?nite extension of Q.
Once one has found the subalgebra k, none of the recognition steps described in
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Theorem 3.6 requires extending the ?eld. However, ?nding the subalgebra k requires
solving a second-degree equation. For simplicity, I implemented the algorithm for pairs
(g; h) over Q only; it extends the base ?eld if necessary to ?nd k.
In the next section we shall look at some examples.
4. Examples
Example 4.1. First recall Example 3.4, in which we computed the abstract isotropy
algebra of L! for ! de?ned in Example 2.7; it is spanned by L(2); L(4); and L(5).
This knowledge is entered in GAP as follows:
gap > T:= EmptySCTable(5,0,"antisymmetric");;
gap > Read("/tmp/table");;
gap > G:= Lie AlgebraByStructureConstants(Rationals,T);
< Liealgebra of dimension 5 over Rationals>
gap > H:= Subalgebra(G,(GeneratorsOfAlgebra(G){[2,4,5]});
< Lie algebra over Rationals, with 3 generators>
gap > DetermineType(G,H);
[[5],0]
The algorithm tells us, that the pair (g; h) is of type (5), case 0 (indicating that
there is only one case). Looking up this entry in Appendix B, one ?nds that L! can
be obtained from〈
@
@x
;
@
@y
; x
@
@y
; y
@
@x
; x
@
@x
− y @
@y
〉
by means of a coordinate change.
In constructing this example we cheated: we constructed an o.d.e. with prescribed
Lie algebra of vector ?elds. Let us look at another example, for which this is not the
case.
Example 4.2. Consider the equation
! :=y(2) + ((y(1))2 − y(1))=(x + y) = 0:
Appendix B contains a Maple session in which a Janet basis for the determining system
of L! is computed. The commutator table for the Lie algebra around the point (x0; y0)
with x0 + y0 = 0 is

0 3 L(1)x0+y0 +
L(2)
x0+y0
+ 4 L(3)(x0+y0)2 −L(1)− L(2)−
L(3)
x0+y0
0 L(1) + L(2) + 3 L(3)x0+y0
0

 :
The standard terms are ; ; and y (in this order), so that isotropy subalgebra at the
origin is spanned by L(3). Around the point (0; 1); the Lie algebra is entered in GAP
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as follows:
gap> T:= EmptySCTable(3,0,"antisymmetric");;
gap> X1:= 0;; X2:= 1;;
gap> Read("/tmp/table");;
gap> G:= LieAlgebraByStructureConstants(Rationals,T);
< Lie algebra of dimension 3 over Rationals>
gap> H:= Subalgebra(G,GeneratorsOfAlgebra(G){[3]v});
< Lie algebra over Rationals, with 1 generators>
gap> DetermineType(G,H);
[[3,1],1]
Thus, we ?nd that the symmetry type is (3; 1), case 1. This entry can be found in
Appendix A.
5. Remarks and conclusions
1. The symmetry type of an o.d.e. of order n ≥ 2 can be determined algorithmi-
cally, provided that the symmetry algebra is transitive. The decision procedure in
Theorem 3.6, one of the important ingredients of this algorithm, is new and the main
result of this paper.
2. An alternative approach is that of Fritz Schwarz. For a given symmetry type, he
determines all possible ‘shapes’ of the Janet basis for equations of that type, and
in the process determines equations for the coordinate changes needed to transform
an actual symmetry algebra of that type into a normal form (see [22]). Once this
has been done for all possible symmetry types of, say, second-order equations, one
can read the result backwards: given a Janet basis, look at its shape, check some
equations and ?nd the symmetry type and equations for the coordinate changes, at
once.
Knowledge of the symmetry type can be helpful in determining the coordinate
change, as follows. Given the actual determining system, rewrite it in new co-
ordinates using unknown coordinate changes, and require the new system to vanish
on the normal form for the given symmetry type. This yields equations for the
coordinate change.
This two-step method focuses on one given o.d.e. (of any order), whereas Schwarz’s
method yields information on all o.d.e.s of a given symmetry type and a ?xed order
at once.
3. Yet another method for ?nding the symmetry type uses invariants. This method,
based on Cartan’s equivalence method, is in principle much more general and pow-
erful: it can be used to completely classify a class of di,erential equations under
some group of equivalence transformations, provided that one knows suKciently
many invariants. For a description of Cartan’s method see [17]; for some appli-
cations see [11,12,2]. The aim there is, to ?nd as much information as possible
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(among which the symmetry type) on an equation from a restricted class of dif-
ferential equations. The algorithm in this article computes only the symmetry type,
but for any explicit o.d.e. of any order (assuming, as always, transitivity of the
symmetry algebra).
4. In principle, there is no obstruction in applying the key idea of this paper to p.d.e.s
with a transitive (but possibly in?nite-dimensional) Lie algebra of point symmetries.
The Realization Theorem still holds, so that the symmetry type is determined by an
abstract pair (g; h) which can be found from a Janet basis. For instance, it would
be equally easy to give a recognition procedure based on Lie’s partial classi?cation
of ?nite-dimensional transitive Lie algebras in three variables. However, where no
such list exists, or where it gets too long to work with, one should formulate other
goals. Two such goals could be:
(a) Find an algorithm that produces a ‘normal form’ realization of any given abstract
pair (g; h) of some ?xed (low) codimension. Using the e,ective version of Blattner’s
construction that is described in [5], this boils down to choosing a basis in g comple-
mentary to h. Such an algorithm enables us to decide whether two given p.d.e.s have
equivalent Lie algebras of symmetries. Even for the ?nite-dimensional case in three
variables, this would be a useful alternative to Lie’s partial classi?cation.
(b) Where the previous goal is too ambitious, one could ?x a pair (g0; h0) that one
is interested in, and try to construct an algorithm that takes another pair (g; h) as input,
and decides whether the two pairs are isomorphic.
Appendix A. Classication of e*ective pairs
A.1. Terms
The objects of study are pairs (g; h), where g is a ?nite-dimensional Lie algebra
over an algebraically closed ?eld F of characteristic zero (for a classi?cation over the
real numbers, see [8]), and h a subalgebra. Such a pair is called e:ective if h contains
no ideal of g. It is called primitive if h is a maximal subalgebra.
The pairs (g; h) of 2xed codimension n, meaning that h has codimension n in g, form
a category, the homomorphisms , between (g; h) and (g′; h′) being the homomorphisms
, : g→ g′ such that ,(h)⊆ h′ and , induces a vector space isomorphism g=h → g′=h′.
For a pair (g; h), let i be the maximal ideal of g contained in h. Then (g=i; h=i) is
an e,ective pair, called the e:ective quotient of (g; h).
The Realization Theorem, as stated in Section 3 for two variables, holds for any
number n of variables; a concise way to present an e,ective pair (g; h) is therefore to
give a realization of it. This is done for all e,ective pairs of codimension for 1 and
2, in the next two sections. The resulting lists coincide with those of Lie (see [14]);
in Tables 1 and 2 they are parameterized in accordance with the algorithm presented
in Section 3.
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Table 1
The primitive e,ective pairs of codimension 2
Type Realization
(5) 〈p; q; xq; xp− yq; yp〉 A3
(6) 〈p; q; xq; xp− yq; yp; xp + yq〉 A2
(8) 〈p; q; xq; xp− yq; yp; xp + yq; x2 + xyq; xyp + y2q〉 A1
Table 2
The non-primitive e,ective pairs of codimension 2
Type Case Realization Label
(1,1) 〈p; xi exp(3x)q〉, B41;D1;D2
where i = 0; : : : ; r3 ≥ 0 and 3 in a non-empty ?nite set
(1,2) 〈p; yq; xi exp(3x)q〉, B42;C2
where i = 0; : : : ; r3 ≥ 0 and 3 in a non-empty ?nite set
(1,3) 〈p; q; 2yq;−y2q〉 C5
(2,1) 1 〈p; xp + q〉
For a di,erent k this is (1,1).
(2,1) 2 〈p; xp; xiq〉; where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 0 B#1
For r = 0 and a di,erent k, this is (1,2).
(2,2) 1 〈p; xp− 0yq; xiq〉; where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 0 and 0 = 0 B#2;C8;D3
(2,2) 2 〈p; xp + ((r + 1)y + xr+1)q; xiq〉, B#3
where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 0
(2,2) 3 〈p; xp; yq; xiq〉; where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 0 B#4;C3
(2,3) 〈p; xp; q; 2yq;−y2q〉 C6
(3,1) 1 〈p; 2xp + q;−x2p− xq〉 B)1
(3,1) 2 〈p; 2xp;−x2p; q〉
For a di,erent k, this is (1,3).
(3,1) 3 〈p; 2xp− q;−x2p + xq; q〉 B)2
(3,2) 1 〈p; 2xp− 2yq;−x2p + (1 + 2xy)q〉 C9
(3,2) 2 〈p; 2xp + ryq;−x2p− rxyq; xiq〉, B)3
where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 1
(3,2) 3 〈p; 2xp + ryq;−x2p− rxyq; yq; xiq〉, B)4
where i = 0; : : : ; r ≥ 0
For r = 0 and a di,erent k this is (2,3).
(3,3) 〈p; 2xp;−x2p; q; 2yq;−y2q〉 C7
A.2. Codimension 1 e:ective pairs
There are three classes of e,ective pairs of codimension 1. Realizations (writing
x := x1, and p := @1) are given by
1. 〈p〉,
2. 〈p; xp〉, and
3. 〈p; 2xp;−x2p〉.
The isotropy subalgebra h is 0, 〈xp〉, 〈xp; x2p〉, respectively. A proof of this classi?-
cation can be found in [17]. Also, it is an easy consequence of the classi?cation of
primitive pairs; see [7] for a short proof for the case where g is not simple.
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A.3. Codimension 2 e:ective pairs
In two variables, one writes x := x1; y := x2; p := @1, and q := @2 in the realizations
of the e,ective pairs.
The primitive pairs are listed in Table 1. Each is characterized by its dimension,
which we call its type. In the third column of Table 1, one ?nds the label given to
that transitive Lie algebra in [14,8].
Now consider an e,ective pair (g,h) of codimension 2 which is not primitive. Then
there exists a subalgebra k such that g⊃ k⊃ h, where the inclusions are proper. In
general, the pairs (g,k) and (k,h) will no longer be e,ective. Denote the largest
g-ideal contained in k by i and the largest k-ideal contained in h by j. The quo-
tients (g=i,k=i) and (k=j,h=j) are both e,ective pairs of codimension 1, and hence there
are nine possibilities for the pair (dim g=i; dim k=j). This pair is called the type of
the triple (g,k,h). In our Table 2, k is suppressed. Sometimes, various intermediate
subalgebras k can be chosen, and the resulting triples may be of di,erent types. As a
consequence, an e,ective pair (g,h) may occur several times in the classi?cation. When
this happens, there will be a reference to an earlier entry of the list, to which it is
isomorphic.
Table 2 di,ers from Lie’s table in that the origin (0; 0) is always a regular point.
Moreover, whenever an sl2 occurs, its Chevalley basis is contained in the basis given
in that table. For the translation between Lie’s table in [14] and the one here, the third
column gives the label of the transitive Lie algebra.
Appendix B. Maple sessions
B.1. Maple-session for Example 4.1
> with (DEtools): with (symmetry):
We shall use the package DEtools for computing the determining system, and Reid’s
standard form, which is included in Hickman’s symmetry, to compute a Janet basis for
this system.
> omega := y4− c* y2 (ˆ5/3)− (5/3)* y3ˆ2/ y2:
> nabla := infgen([xi(x,y),eta(x,y)],4,y(x)):
In the syntax of the prolonged vector ?eld produced by infgen, yi stands for the
ith derivative of y w.r.t. x.
> nf1 := expand(subs( y4= c* y2 (ˆ5/3)+(5/3)* y3ˆ2/ y2,nabla(omega))):
Here, nabla(omega) is reduced modulo the (ordinary di,erential ideal generated by
the) ode.
> nf2 := simplify(subs( y2= zˆ3,expand( y2ˆ2*nf1)),power,symbolic):
In nf1, negative and non-integer powers of y2 occur. In order to enable Maple to
?nd the coeKcients, we modify the expression.
> ds1 := map(a− > a= 0,[coeffs(nf2,[ y1,z, y3])]):
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We thus computed the determining system. In order to use it in standard form,
we have to convert this notation to the one used by Greg Reid. This is done with
map2rep, which is in Reid’s convprogs for standard form. This function, too, is built
into symmetry.
> ds2 := map2rep(ds1,[xi,eta],[x,y]):
> sf1 := standard form(ds2):
This yields the Janet base for the determining system, in Reid’s notation.
> pivs;
[− 53 = 0; 53c = 0; 53 = 0; − 53c = 0; −10 = 0; 15 = 0; −1 = 0;
−4 = 0; 4 = 0; 1 = 0; 103 = 0; − 103 = 0; −1 = 0; −1 = 0;
10 = 0; −6 = 0; 53c = 0; 2 = 0; 103 c = 0; 1 = 0; − 23c = 0]:
These are the pivots, i.e., the coeKcients that one divides by in the standard form
algorithm. As one divides by c several times, one should check the result for c=0. It
turns out to be the same, so the calculation is omitted.
> id1 := initial data(sf1):
> sf2 := subs([v1= xi,v2= eta,x1= x,x2= y],rep2map(sf1,2));
sf2 :=
[
@2
@x2
(x; y) = 0;
@2
@y@x
(x; y) = 0;
@2
@y2
(x; y) = 0;
@2
@y2
(x; y) = 0;
@
@x
(x; y) =−
(
@
@y
(x; y)
)]
> id2 := subs([v1= xi,v2= eta,x1= x,x2= y],rep2map(id1,2));
id2 :=
[[
(x; y) = a1;
@
@y
(x; y) = a2; (x; y) = a3;
@
@y
(x; y) = a4;
@
@x
(x; y) = a5
]
; []
]
:
We transformed the Janet basis (sf2) and standard terms (id2) from Reid’s notation
back to normal Maple notation.
> ct := fin com table(sf1,id1);
ct :=


0 0 0 −L(1) L(3)
0 −L(1) −2L(2) L(4)
0 L(3) 0
0 −2L(5)
0

 :
This is the multiplication table of the Lie algebra of vector ?elds of the o.d.e. This
Lie algebra is spanned by L(1); ::;L(5), and the subalgebra of vector ?elds vanishing
at the origin is spanned by L(2), L(4), L(5), as one can deduce from the initial data.
The structure constants thus obtained are the input for the decision procedure in GAP.
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B.2. Maple-session for Example 4.2
The o.d.e. here is 6.133 of Kamke’s collection, and an example which Fritz Schwarz
uses often.
> omega := y2+ ( y1ˆ2− y1)/(x+y):
> nabla := infgen([xi(x,y),eta(x,y)],3,y(x)):
> nf1 := expand(subs( y2=−( y1ˆ2− y1)/(x+ y),nabla(omega))):
> ds1 := (map(a− > a= 0,[coeffs(nf1, y1)]));
ds1 :=
[
−@=@x (x; y)
x + y
+
(
@2
@x2
(x; y)
)
= 0;
@=@y (x; y)
x + y
−
(
@2
@y2
; (x; y)
)
= 0
− (x; y)
(x + y)2
− 2
(
@2
@y@x
(x; y)
)
+
(
@2
@y2
(x; y)
)
− 2 @=@y (x; y)
x + y
+
@=@y (x; y)
x + y
− (x; y)
(x + y)2
= 0;
2
@=@x (x; y)
x + y
+
(x; y)
(x + y)2
+ 2
(
@2
@y@x
(x; y)
)
+
(x; y)
(x + y)2
−
(
@2
@x2
(x; y)
)
− @=@x (x; y)
x + y
= 0
]
> ds2 := map2rep(ds1,[xi,eta],[x,y]):
> sf1 := standard form(ds2):
> pivs;[
1 = 0; −1 = 0; −2 = 0; 1
2
= 0; −1 = 0; −3 1
(x1 + x2)2
= 0;
− 27
2
1
x1 + x2
= 0; −20
9
1
x1 + x2
= 0; −241
160
1
(x1 + x2)2
= 0;
37730700
13997521
1
x1 + x2
= 0; −3 1
(x1 + x2)2
= 0
]
:
Apparently, we should not take a point on the line x = −y as the origin, as we
divide by x + y a few times. In the equation, x + y = 0 is also not allowed.
> id1 := initial data(sf1):
> sf2 := subs([v1= xi,v2= eta,x1= x,x2= y],rep2map(sf1,2));
sf2 :=
[
@2
@y2
(x; y) =−3 (x; y)
(x + y)2
+ 3
@=@y (x; y)
x + y
− 3 (x; y)
(x + y)2
;
@
@x
(x; y) = 2
(x; y)
x + y
−
(
@
@y
(x; y)
)
+ 2
(x; y)
x + y
;
@
@x
(x; y) =
(x; y)
x + y
−
(
@
@y
(x; y)
)
+
(x; y)
x + y
;
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@
@y
(x; y) =−(x; y)
x + y
+
(
@
@y
(x; y)
)
− (x; y)
x + y
]
> id2 := subs([v1= xi,v2= eta,x1= x,x2= y],rep2map(id1,2));
id2 :=
[[
(x; y) = a1; (x; y) = a2;
@
@y
(x; y) = a3
]
; []
]
> ct := fin com table(sf1,id1);
ct :=


0 3
L(1)
X 1 + X 2
+
L(2)
X 1 + X 2
+ 4
L(3)
(X 1 + X 2)2
−L(1)− L(2)− L(3)
X 1 + X 2
0 L(1) + L(2) + 3
L(3)
X 1 + X 2
0

 :
This table is used in GAP.
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